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The Great Awakening is Now
Coming to a Conclusion
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Published at Voyages of Light

 
I am Sananda. I come at this time to be with you, to continue to share and bring further and
further understanding of all that is happening now across the planet. 
 
As many of you (if not all of you) know now, this illusion of separation is continuing on by those
of the forces of darkness. As much as they can, they continue to attempt to separate you. 
 
Separate you through fear, that you cannot be with one another, that you cannot be in
proximity of another, in a sense with that distancing they had you do for some time. 
 
But many of you, all of you, knew that this was completely unnecessary. Because it is just
simply a matter of division, holding you from being with one another and feeling the oneness
within each of you. They knew that fear would do this for them. 
 
But their plans have been foiled, one right after another. Because there are forces involved
here that are far, far beyond that of those forces of darkness. Where they have no claim
whatsoever to the Earth any longer. That has passed. 
 
The decree has gone out across the entire solar system and even the galaxy, that they will no
longer hold sway here on this planet. It is not for them to control any longer. 
 
It is for those of you, the Boots on the Ground, the forces at work here to work for the Light. It
is for all of you to have the planet for yourselves. And to prepare this planet for all of those that
will come here in the times to come. 
 
Many will be making their sojourn here from many different planets, many different systems,
as this planet becomes once again wide open to those throughout the galaxy and even
beyond. For this will become a great point of Light within the galaxy, whereas previously it has
been a point of darkness for the galaxy. 
 
But that has all changed. 
 
And you are approaching that time very shortly, as the frequency vibrations continue to rise,
where everything that you are seeing now will become wide open in terms of the truth coming
forward. 
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For as you have heard many, many times: the truth cannot be held back; it cannot be stopped
from coming forward. And you are seeing many of the glimpses now doing exactly that,
bringing the truth forward. 
 
But it is coming in waves, and waves, and waves now. It’s not in trickles any longer. And you
are noticing that. Many of you are seeing that, because you do have the eyes to see and the
ears to hear. 
 
And you are the Way-Showers, the ones that are going before, that are preparing the way,
preparing the way so that many can come after you, after the Great Awakening has come to a
conclusion. 
 
And the Great Awakening is now coming to a conclusion. 
 
You will see that in the weeks and months ahead here as things come more and more of a
crescendo, more and more of a climax. Because the dominos, as you have heard, are
beginning to now fall. 
 
Small, still at this point, but the larger ones are about to make their great fall, leading to the
next one, and the next one after that. So be patient just a little bit longer. 
 
And continue to look beyond the illusion that is there. And know that it is simply an illusion. 
Nothing is as it appears to be. And you must come to fully understand that. Everything that
you are seeing from your media sources is falsehood, and you must come to understand that. 
 
Yes, there are trickles here and there of the truth coming forward, because they cannot
completely lie and not tell the truth. They must sprinkle it here and there with the truths. But
even that is becoming less and less now. 
 
For they are becoming extremely desperate in these times. They, of course, being those
forces of darkness, which you know of as the ‘cabal’ or the ‘deep state.’ They are fast losing
their control, fast losing their ability to manipulate and change anything throughout the planet. 
 
Even though the illusion continues, there are more, and more, and more of you that are seeing
now beyond this illusion and realizing that it is a falsehood that they are portraying. 
 
So again, be patient. Continue to see through all of their schemes, all of their plans. And know
that there are greater plans at work here. And the greatest plan is becoming fulfilled, even now
as we speak here. So be ready. Everything is opening up to all of you. 
 
All of my peace and love be with all of you. I am Sananda, and I leave you now to continue to
follow your way. Continue to be who you are, and remember fully who you are.



Week 50 Message
Transmutation of Dense Energies in Ukraine
Archangel Michael via Sharon Stewart - April 3, 2022

Published at Voyages of Light
 

We're almost there, folks! Almost a year! Our first anniversary. I am Archangel Michael with a
message for the Angelic Warrior Group. 
 
Much of what has transpired in the Ukraine is now over. Final arrangements are being made
to leave Russian forces in the country to hold secure this land parcel and continue to free the
people of DS oppression. More arrests are being made. They will be dealt with as the
Russians see fit. 
 
Now what is necessary is transmutation of the energies within the area of the Ukraine as
these energies are very dense. 
 
We ask you this week if you would feel inspired to transmute these energies with the violet
flame. It is not difficult – simply see yourself as God's flame of violet, turn your image into a
flame of violet, and then send your energies to the Ukraine. We must lift this area out of its
density otherwise risk losing it to the occult forces again. 
 
I am Archangel Michael. I will be with you and should you require guidance, I will be there to
help you. I am your light, I am your sword, we are Legion. Adonai.

Top Headlines
Please send your benevolent light and love to the following situations.

Putin Frees 35,000 Imprisoned Children in Ukraine - Real Raw News.
Covid Returns - Deep State plans a second worldwide lockdown - Real Raw News.
As Corporate Profits Soard to Record $3.8 Trillion, CEOs Bragged of Jacking Up
Consumer Prices - The Defender News.
"Pitchforks Are Coming!" Political Commentator Kim Iversen Predicts Public
Unrest if Inflation Continues - The Defender News.
70% of Covid Cases among Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
Employees in August 2021 were in Vaccinated Employees - The Defender News.
Attorney Brent Wisner Tells RFK, Jr: Drugmakers Knew Zantac Caused Cancer But
Sold It Anyway for 40 Years - The Defender News.
"Financial Rebellion" with Catherine Austin Fitts - a weekly show to reclaim your
financial independence from monopoly of central banks & digital currency titans.
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Apple & Meta handed over user data to fake emergency law enforcement requests;
Hackers have been selling access to data - Reclaim the Net.
DuckDuckGo Embraces Censorship, Destroys Brand - Reclaim the Net.

Attorney Sydney Powell Warns - "The Project 65" - a Massive Evil of Dark Money

"Project 65" Seeks to Kill All the Trump Lawyers by Canceling Them - Revolver News
High-powered group targets Trump lawyers' livelihoods - Axios
David Brock Launches "Dark Money" Effort to Disbar, Shame, Impoverish Trump
Election Lawyers - Breitbart News.

Ascension

Situational Update: April 1 2022 | J of the Alliance via Sharon Stewart
The Law of Positive Return | Archangel Michael via Ronna Vezane
Look for Love Emerging | The Angels via Ann Albers
Divinely Aligned: The Jupiter Neptune Conjunction | Dana Gerhardt
Opportunities to Shift to 5D all Day, Every Day | The 9D Arcturian Council
The Powerlessness of Intellect | Ivo of Vega via Sharon Stewart
Steps for Getting Closer to your Higher Self and Source | The 9D Arcturian Council
We Hope you Included this in your Awakening | The 9D Arcturian Council

Plug gets pulled on Khazarian Mafia fradulent financial system
Benjamin Fulford Report - Arpil 4, 2022

 
The international alliance fighting to liberate humanity from the Satanic Khazarian mafia (KM)
scored a series of major victories in the past week. The biggest is a growing international
boycott of their fraudulent financial system. Russia, China, the Middle East, Africa and Latin
America are all joining this boycott. Once the KM loses control of money, it is truly game over.
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/the-alliance.jpeg
 
This move went into effect on April 1st, when Russian President Vladimir Putin signed a
decree that demands ‘unfriendly countries’ pay for Russian gas in gold and asset-backed
rubles.
 
The propaganda talk of “global sanctions” against Russia by the US corporate government is
a pure bluff because it is the most indebted entity in human history, with over $200 trillion in
unpayable bills. Also, Russia has an estimated $75 trillion in natural resources compared to
about $45 trillion for the US.
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Here is how Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov describes the situation: ‘”A new reality is
taking shape: the unipolar world is irretrievably receding into the past and a multipolar world is
being born. This is an objective process that cannot be stopped, there won’t be one single
ruler in this new reality….Nobody on Earth will be considered a second-rate player. All nations
are equal and sovereign.”  https://twitter.com/mfa_russia/status/1509518373792755720?s=19
 
The rest of the world turned decisively against the KM-controlled G7 in part because the
Russian Defence Ministry published documents about secret military biological activities of the
United States in Ukraine. The documents identify:  specific officials involved in the creation of
biological weapons…these campaigns were directly linked to the son of the current US
president, Hunter Biden…work with strains of particularly dangerous pathogens being carried
out on behalf of the Pentagon, has been stopped…Of particular interest are documents
indicating the Kyiv regime’s plans to use drones capable of carrying and dispersing lethal
substances.
 
The documents are supplemented with the permission to export the bioweapons to EU
countries, USA, Canada and Japan.
https://cubasi.cu/en/news/russia-presents-new-evidence-ukraine-biolabs-comments-links-biden-and-us
 
Hence the international boycott.  Already, the Russian gas giant Gazprom has officially
halted all deliveries to Europe via the Yamal-Europe pipeline, a critical artery for
European energy supplies.  https://www.zerohedge.com/energy/gazprom-halts-gas-shipments-europe-critical-
pipeline
 
This caused Germany to trigger an emergency plan to manage gas supplies while Greece
called an emergency meeting of suppliers as the Dutch government urged consumers to use
less gas, the French energy regulator told consumers not to panic.
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/germany-declares-early-warning-potential-gas-supply-disruptions-2022-03-30/
 
The effect on the people will cause a revolution as prices at German retail chains explode
between 20 and 50%.
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/german-retailers-increase-food-prices-20-50-monday
https://www.rferl.org/a/dutch-reduce-russian-gas-campaign/31782700.html
 
The fake US president Joe Biden was also forced to dip into strategic oil reserves after the
rest of the world refused to accept their worthless dollars as payment.
 
The US government is already in a state of full collapse. The latest evidence for this is the
record number of job openings in the US. This is not due to a growing economy but rather a
growing “ crime-force participation rate… If you can steal $900 without prosecution, this
encourages crime and reduces the incentive to take a job” explains financial expert Jeff
Gundlach. Police cannot enforce petty crimes because they cannot even deal with major
crimes due to a complete breakdown in law and order. In other words, a slave revolt is
underway in the US.
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/job-openings-stubbornly-stuck-all-time-high-5-million-more-unemployed-workers
 
More and more people are becoming aware that the governments of the G7 countries are
under the control of a Satanic cult that is trying to kill them, Here, for example, here is what
Satanic  Chabad Leader  and Messiah  Menachem Mendel Schneerson says about
Russia: ”Slav, Russia, can be destroyed, but never conquered. That is why this seed is
subject to liquidation, and at first, a sharp reduction in their numbers….   the renegades,
“married” with the [Khazarian] Jews by common interests…will be withdrawn from our society
once we use them for our own purposes.”
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https://justice4poland.com/2016/05/17/chabad-leader-messiah-menachem-mendel-schneerson-on-his-plans-for-
destroying-ukraine-and-russia-reprint/
 
Of course, if they kill the Russians they will then try to kill the Chinese and other people. The
world is now being presented with irrefutable proof that this cult is trying to massacre 90% of
the world’s population and enslave the rest. That is why the international boycott has taken
effect.
 
Now even the international drug mafia has announced action against the KM. Last week a
representative of the worlds’ heroin, cocaine and marijuana trafficking cartels contacted the
alliance to say the worlds’ drug cartels were taking their “rat-infested warehouses full of US
dollar bills,” and converting them into silver, gold and other commodities. This will
simultaneously allow them to launder their money and subvert the KM financial system, the
representative explained. Finance ministers from Latin American countries say they cannot
openly refuse US corporate dollars for fear of an invasion by US troops, but will support this
move by making silver etc. available.
 
The North Koreans have also done their part and already stopped accepting fiat dollars for
payment for amphetamines.
 
Now the Taliban have announced Afghanistan, the worlds’ largest opium producer, will shut
down all heroin production.
https://www.reuters.com/world/asia-pacific/taliban-bans-drug-cultivation-including-lucrative-opium-2022-04-03/?
utm_source=reddit.com
 
The heroin dealing division of the CIA tried to stop this move with a failed attempt to remove
Prime Minister Imran Khan of Pakistan.  https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-60972186
 
To try to make up for the loss of illegal drug money last week US lawmakers backed the
decriminalization of marijuana nationwide in an attempt to increase tax revenue.
https://insiderpaper.com/smoke-signals-us-house-to-vote-for-cannabis-decriminalization/
 
This is not going to be enough.
 
Even more damning is the information provided to us by the drug lords about the production of
adrenochrome, a substance they will no longer deal in.
 
The article in French linked below (use Google translate to read if necessary) shows that the
torture of children to harvest adrenochrome has been going on for centuries, if not millennia.
https://qanon-france.com/adrenochrome-lautre-nerf-de-la-guerre/ 
 
As a Mossad source explains: Our old modern society has promoted stories of orphans &
orphanages homes — even X-Men are stories of finding & cultivating children with special
skills & talents (DNA). This is all subliminal programming related to the underground human
harvesting farms. Children have been the lab rats & food sources for these satanic humans &
their non-humans masters. Connect the dots. It’s all related. The incubators were just another
front. From where and how did they acquire the infants? This is new intel to me for sure.
 
The pictures below tell the story.
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The war in Ukraine is really about a war to destroy these Satanists once and for all. The
Ukrainian militants and their Chabad masters are not Jews, they are Satan worshipers. These
photos are a fragment of the mountain of evidence proving this.
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/satanists-in-ukraine_Moment2.jpg
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/satanists-in-ukraine_Moment1-165x300.jpg
 
These cowards are hiding behind civilians and in ambulances to escape justice. Here, for
example, Al Jazeera unexpectedly filmed Ukrainian troops using Red Cross vehicles for
transportation.
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/ukrainian-troops-using-ambulances-as-cover-1.mp4?_=1
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/ukraine-cowards.jpeg
 
The Red Cross, by the way, is not a charity but simply a cover for crimes. This has been
proved in Haiti, Iraq, and now Ukraine. If you pay attention, have you noticed the Red Cross is
always in the wrong business? 
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/red-cross-money-transport.mp4?_=2
 
In any case, justice is coming. Last week some high ranking Azov and Ukraine armed forces
Militants tried escaping Mariupol through a helicopter but were shot down by a captured
American-made Stinger ( karma can be a bitch).  In Odesa, meanwhile, the head of the local
Ukrainian defense, Colonel of the Armed Forces of Ukraine Andrey Kislovsky was captured
while engaged in an orgy with a transvestite in the underground brothel. He has provided the
Russians with detailed information about the Satanist’s forces in that city, Russian FSB
sources say.
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Colonel-of-the-Armed-Forces-of-Ukraine-‘Andrey-Kislovsky.jpeg
 
Graffiti about the conflict in Ukraine and against NATO is also appearing on walls all over
Europe.  https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/yugoslavia-graffitti.jpeg
 
The Chinese are doing their part as well. This political cartoon from the People’s Daily about
“NATO’s incurable disease”, shows their attitude. 
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/china-media-nato-cartoon.jpeg
 
More important is this news: “A Massive Cargo Ship the “Ever Forward” owned by Evergreen
has been stuck in the mud for over 2 weeks in the Chesapeake Bay right outside Of Baltimore
for 2 WEEKS And They Can’t Get It Out.” This is the same company whose boat got stuck in
the Suez Canal last year, Our sources tell us it contains a Chinese nuclear weapon capable of
destroying the entire Washington DC area that will go off unless the American government
purges the KM in the US.
https://www.barstoolsports.com/blog/3411935/a-massive-cargo-ship-has-been-stuck-in-the-chesapeake-bay-mud-right-
outside-of-baltimore-for-2-weeks-and-they-cant-get-it-out
 
Of course, a revolution is taking place within the G7 countries even without external pressure.
Last week Senator Grassley and Senator Johnson formally introduce Hunter Biden’s Laptop
from Hell into the official record, This laptop includes videos of Biden violently raping a
bleeding 10-year-old child. The Senators also released bank records showing he got
payments from China. 
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/biden-exposed-in-senate.mp4?_=3
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/biden-laptop-entered-into-record.mp4?_=4
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Even propaganda news outlets like CNN, CBS News, the New York Times and the
Washington Post are being forced to report this.
https://edition.cnn.com/2022/03/30/politics/hunter-biden-federal-investigation-heats-up/index.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/03/30/hunter-biden-china-laptop/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/inside-hunter-biden-e2-80-99s-multimillion-dollar-deals-
with-a-chinese-energy-company/ar-AAVFFrA
https://m.theepochtimes.com/senators-release-bank-records-showing-payments-from-china-to-hunter-
biden_4371710.html 
 
We are now even seeing reports of systematic child abuse at US military bases.
https://www.militarytimes.com/news/your-army/2022/03/29/civilian-army-leader-led-child-porn-ring-risked-us-security/
 
We also have a weatherman from channel 10 news in Oregon telling the truth about the
chemtrails. https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/weatherman-confirms-chemtrails.mp4?_=5
 
Meanwhile, agency and pentagon white hats keep up the hunt for Satanists. For famous
people, this is usually announced as “they tested positive for Covid.” The latest such move
came when “CIA Director William Burns tests positive for Covid. The intelligence agency said
Burns is experiencing mild symptoms and has received two vaccine doses as well as a
booster shot.” 
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/cia-director-william-burns-tests-positive-covid-rcna22408
 
“He has been picked up as well. They are rounding them up. One by one,” explains a CIA
source. In Australia, Senator Malcolm Roberts tells the Prime Minister, Health Ministry and
Health Departments they will be hunted down and held accountable for Covid crimes.
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/australian-senator-declares-war.mp4?_=6
 
In Canada meanwhile, Mossad sources told us last week that Justin Castro is a descendant of
Russian dictator Joseph Stalin. He was infiltrated as a Manchurian candidate to turn Canada
into a Khazarian (communist) slave state, they say. Certainly, there is a strong resemblance
between Castro and Stalin. https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/trudeau-as-stalin.jpeg
 
This and his long list of crimes are why he can no longer safely appear in public. His days are
numbered. https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/trudeau-attackedtre.mp4?_=9
 
In France as well Major Alain Bonte from the French Army explains that Macron has alienated
the 4 French armies ( land, air, sea and gendarmerie), announces electoral fraud for the
presidential election of 2022 and confirms the fraud in 2017.
https://twitter.com/blf_tv/status/1509797116629110789?s=21&t=ygDOM2SrJ9XcP0R6QLsweQ
 
The whole Covid narrative is also falling apart. “In all honesty, the common cold and flu are
coronaviruses and they spit out new variants constantly… they have been since the beginning
of time. They can literally keep this going indefinitely. UNTIL WE LET THEM KNOW, THAT
WE KNOW ITS JUST A FUCKING COLD!” says a CIA medical doctor.
 
The truth about vaccinations is also coming out. The lawyer Reiner Fuellmich Echoes Dr. Luc
Montagnier’s Bold Statement about Vaccinated Hospitalizations says “If you test positive and
you have to be hospitalized after you got vaccinated, that means you probably have AIDS.”
“When this comes, and it’s going to come. The genie is out of the bottle. Dr. Fauci and his pal
gave everybody AIDS. Period. That happened. There is no way that they’re going to contain
this, and when these trials come, [the] media, politicians, military, cops, doctors, they are all
going to be judged” says attorney Todd Callender, echoing many. At Nuremberg 2: ‘Just
Following Orders’ Isn’t Gonna Cut It.
 

https://edition.cnn.com/2022/03/30/politics/hunter-biden-federal-investigation-heats-up/index.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/03/30/hunter-biden-china-laptop/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/inside-hunter-biden-e2-80-99s-multimillion-dollar-deals-with-a-chinese-energy-company/ar-AAVFFrA
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/inside-hunter-biden-e2-80-99s-multimillion-dollar-deals-with-a-chinese-energy-company/ar-AAVFFrA
https://m.theepochtimes.com/senators-release-bank-records-showing-payments-from-china-to-hunter-biden_4371710.html?utm_source=newsnoe&utm_campaign=breaking-2022-03-30-3&utm_medium=email&est=eFM4mX37pd%2Byshlg%2Fw5p3vU5EJ%2FdntHLEvcKVDdTgsvXTmTYvjY7zVCodndChA8eEQ%3D%3D
https://www.militarytimes.com/news/your-army/2022/03/29/civilian-army-leader-led-child-porn-ring-risked-us-security/
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/weatherman-confirms-chemtrails.mp4?_=5
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/cia-director-william-burns-tests-positive-covid-rcna22408
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/australian-senator-declares-war.mp4?_=6
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/trudeau-as-stalin.jpeg
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/trudeau-attackedtre.mp4?_=9
https://twitter.com/blf_tv/status/1509797116629110789?s=21&t=ygDOM2SrJ9XcP0R6QLsweQ


Of course, the KM is trying to distract and BS their way out of trouble but it ain’t working. For
example “the Will Smith fake bitch slap at the Oscars was staged by Hollywood pedos
desperate for attention and ratings,” a Mossad source says. Take a look at the stage where
the Oscars were held. “The all-seeing eye of the Illuminati”. 
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/fake-slap.jpeg
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/illuminati-oscar-symbolism.jpeg
 
The Hollywood celebs who visited Epstein Island (see list below) have all been “removed” by
the White Hats, CIA sources say.
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/smith-on-epstein-log.jpeg
 
Is that why Jim Carrey, Bruce Willis and Sandra Bullock are taking a break from
Hollywood? The fake Biden show is also entering its last days. Take a look at the photo they
released last week.
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/fake-white-house-event.jpeg
 
This DID NOT happen last week. The south lawn of the WH was empty, no chairs or anything
set up…it was FREEZING cold yesterday. -2° and extremely windy says Nancy Drew, the
journalist who always is around DC area reporting. This is the fake Biden regime White House
set located in the Voice of America propaganda building in New York.
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/fake-whitehouse.mp4?_=10
 
Clearly fake Biden presidency spokestrans Jen Zuckerberg Rockefeller knows the Biden show
is ending which is why she is moving to a corporate media propaganda job at MSNBC. Take a
peek at his/her soulless eyes.
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/psaki-demonic-eyes.jpeg
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/white-house-press-secretary-psaki-leaving-to-tv-job-reports/ar-AAVLdW3
 
Finally this week, we note an Avatar of ERDOGAN was in Turkey for the negotiations between
Ukraine and Russia. (look carefully at the 2 attached photos).
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/erdogan-body-double.jpeg
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/fake-ergogan-cannot-preside.jpeg
 
There can be no doubt KM rule is collapsing and humanity is being freed.
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